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Abstract—The clock design for the first implementation of the
IA-64 microprocessor is presented. A clock distribution with an
active distributed deskewing technique is used to achieve a low
skew of 28 ps. This technique is capable of compensating skews
caused by within-die process variations that are becoming a sig-
nificant factor of the clock design. The global, regional and local
clock distributions are described. A multilevel skew budget and
local clock timing methodology are used to enable a high-perfor-
mance design by providing support for intentional clock skew in-
jection and time borrowing. By providing test access port inter-
face to the deskew architecture and the incorporation of the on-die-
clock-shrink, this design is equipped with two very powerful post-
silicon timing debug tools that are critical to high-performance mi-
croprocessor design and enabled quick time-to-market.

Index Terms—Active deskew, clock, clock distribution, clock
generation, clock skew.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE MICROPROCESSOR described in this paper is
the first-generation implementation of the Intel IA-64

64-bit microprocessor. It is realized using the explicitly parallel
instruction computing (EPIC) instruction set architecture that
maximizes performance through hardware and software syn-
ergy. The microprocessor core contains 25.4 million transistors
and is fabricated on a 0.18-m, six layer metal CMOS process,
packaged in an organic land grid array (OLGA) package using
the controlled collapsed chip connection (C4) technology and
operates at 800 MHz [1].

Demand for high performance and high level of integration
requires a significant increase in silicon real estate that resulted
in an increase of the clock loading. Aggressive technology
scaling coupled with larger die size have made within-die
process variation a prominent factor in determining the on-die
clock skew as the clock skew due to within-die variation has
become a significant component of the total skew budget.
Aggressive clock skew control also has the obvious benefits to
the microprocessor performance, as any clock skew reduction
will be directly added to the available cycle time.

Many techniques have been used in the clock design for
high-performance microprocessors [2]. A balanced-tree struc-
ture for the distribution of the primary clock is one example.
Managing a perfectly balanced clock design in a complex
microprocessor is difficult due to the many floor plan and
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Fig. 1. Clock distribution topology.

the clock loading constraints. In addition, a balanced tree
structure does not eliminate the effects of within-die process
variation that affects the clocking element across the branches
differentially. For these reasons, an active deskewing scheme is
used in conjunction with a combined balanced clock tree and
clock grid. The active deskewing technique also provides the
means to correct critical paths on silicon.

A high-performance microprocessor design should provide
enough flexibility for the local clock implementation to support
intentional clock skew and time borrowing. A multilevel clock
skew model and a local clock timing methodology provide the
supports needed.

The later part of the paper describes the on-die-clock-shrink
(ODCS) [3], which is a key timing debug feature. This feature
has the capability to manipulate the clock edges at any desired
clock cycle thus permitting fast and efficient identification of
timing critical paths. The combination of the ODCS and the dis-
tributed active deskewing architecture provided valuable capa-
bilities to the post-silicon timing debug.

The clock system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The clock
topology is partitioned into three segments:

1) Global distribution comprising the clock synthesis by the
on-die phase-locked loop (PLL) and the distribution of the
core clock and the reference clock from the PLL clock
generator to the deskew buffers (DSK);

2) Regional distribution consists of the clock distribution
from the DSKs to 30 clock regions (regional clock grids);

3) Local distribution comprising the local clock buffers
(LCBs) taking the input from the regional clock grid and
the local interconnect to support the clocked elements
and the opportunity-time-borrowing (OTB) delay clocks
generation.

0018–9200/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Differential clock input buffer schematic drawing.

II. GLOBAL CLOCK DISTRIBUTION

The front-end global distribution consists of the clock-input
buffer, an on-die PLL, and the global clock distribution. The
microprocessor receives differential clock inputs running at the
front-side-bus frequency. A high-performance PLL [4] gener-
ates a high-frequency clock running at twice (2) the core clock
frequency. A divide-by-two circuit generates a high-frequency
50% duty- cycle core clock, and a reference clock. These two
clocks are routed from the PLL clock generator via two iden-
tical and balanced H-trees to eight deskew clusters. Each deskew
cluster consisting of four distinct DSKs (Fig. 1), each of which
is used for the active deskewing.

One input to the PLL is the system clock (i.e., external clock,
delivered to the microprocessor differentially). The other input
to the PLL is the feedback clock and is generated on-die and
operates at the same frequency as the system clock and per-
forms the front-side-bus clocking. Core frequency multiplica-
tion is accomplished with the on-die digital dividers acting on
the high-frequency core clock.

A clock-input buffer converts the differential system clock
(HSTL) into a single-ended clock with CMOS levels. To en-
sure that the front-side-bus (FSB) timing accounts for the delay
across the clock-input buffer, an identical clock input buffer is
inserted in the PLL feedback clock path (Fig. 1). This ensures
the FSB clock will be matched to the system clock for the bus
transactions. Since the PLL feedback clock is single ended and
has CMOS levels, the other input to the feedback clock differ-
ential input buffer is connected to . Measurement has
shown this pseudodifferential operation introduces very small
additional skew. A simplified schematic of the differential input
buffer is shown in Fig. 2. This differential clock input buffer is
developed based on a fully complementary self-bias design [5]
and exhibits good common-mode range.

The core clock and the reference clock are distributed from
the PLL clock generator to the DSK clusters via two identical
and balanced H-trees. A schematic drawing of the global core
clock tree is shown in Fig. 3. The global clock tree is imple-
mented exclusively in the two highest-level metal layers. To
reduce capacitive noise coupling and to ensure good inductive
return path [2]; the global H-tree is fully shielded laterally
with . In addition, inductive reflections at the branch
points are minimized by properly sizing the metal widths
for impedance matching. To achieve this, a two-dimensional

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the global H-tree.

Fig. 4. Inductance modeling and delay optimization.

(2-D) interconnect simulator computes the global clock tree
inductance, capacitance, and the return path resistance and
they are used as inputs to a distributedRLCnetwork model for
optimization. Fig. 4 illustrates an example of the inductance
optimization at one of the branch point. In this example, after
the incorporation of the line inductance and the return path
resistance, it was discovered that these factors affected the
line delay and the clock repeater delay differently. Namely,
the wire delay increased due to line inductance and the return
path resistance while the clock repeater delay decreased due
to faster transition rates caused by the inductive effects. This
example illustrates that for high-performance clock design, it is
critical to incorporate the inductance in the analysis.

Although the reference clock resembles the global clock in
many aspects, an intentional delay has been added to the root
of the reference clock. This additional delay is chosen such that
the timing of the reference clock at the input of the DSK will
coincide with the total delay of the global clock at the local
distribution. Since this delay is incorporated at the root of the
reference clock, it introduces no additional skew. The limited
span, the reduced buffering employed in its distribution, fixed
loading and symmetry makes the reference clock significantly
less sensitive to the within-die process variations.

III. REGIONAL CLOCK DISTRIBUTION

The regional clock distribution encompasses the DSK, the re-
gional clock driver (RCD) and the regional clock grid. There are
30 separate clock regions each consisting of the above three ele-
ments. Since 32 DSKs are available, two of the DSKs are unused
in the current implementation. The DSK is a digitally controlled
delay-locked-loop structure whose function is to eliminate the
skew between its inputs. It will be described later. The deskewed
core clock (GCLK in Fig. 1) continues to a clock region and is
buffered by the RCDs before it reaches the regional clock grid.
It should be noted that the reference clock, which begins at the
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Fig. 5. Regional clocks.

core PLL clock generator terminates at the DSKs and is not re-
quired further downstream.

Fig. 5 illustrates the 30 regional clocks in this design. Every
regional clock is mapped to a specific DSK. This distributed
DSK architecture permits independent skew reduction due to
within-die process variations. The RCD design is cell based and
is modular in nature. For each clock region, a group of RCD li-
brary cells is replicated to cover the area. The RCD also supports
features like scan and clock gating.

The regional clock grid is implemented using metal 4 (M4,
-direction) and metal 5 (M5,-direction). It effectively floats

over one or more functional units. As with the global clock net-
work, the regional clock grid contains full lateral shielding to en-
sure low capacitance coupling and good inductive return paths.
The regional clock grid utilizes up to 3.5% of the available M5
and up to 4.1% of the available M4 routing over a region. The
RCDs are located at the top and bottom of the clock grid. The
maximum dimension of a clock region is chosen based on the
underlying clock loading and the span of the region.

A binary distribution network is used to connect the DSK to
the RCD. These routes are realized using the top layer metals
and with complete lateral shielding for performance. Contrary
to conventional clock distribution, the use of deskewing in this
design permits these routes to be slightly unmatched without
introducing any skew to the system.

IV. L OCAL CLOCK GENERATION

The local clock distribution constitutes the final segment of
the clock distribution. It consists of the LCBs and the local clock
routings that are embedded within a functional unit. The LCBs
within a clock region receive the input directly from the regional
clock grid. Local clocking needs such as the delay clocks that
are needed for the OTB domino circuits [6] and the clocked
sequential elements are supported by the LCBs.

While the global and the regional clock distribution is the re-
sponsibility of the global clock owner, the local clock is the re-
sponsibility of the functional unit designers. Local clock design
involves the insertion of LCBs and local interconnects to drive
the clocked elements. A family of LCB cells is provided as li-

Fig. 6. Local clock distribution.

brary cells. Each library clock cell is designed to drive a spe-
cific load range. In this manner, when applied according to their
specifications, the local clocks will have the same delay across
all the paths. When necessary, additional LCBs may be inserted
for intentional time borrowing. This is a valuable technique for
resolving critical timing paths. Since the regional clock grids ef-
fectively float over the functional units, consumption of the re-
gional clocks by the LCBs is accomplished with short point-to-
point routes.

V. DESKEWARCHITECTURE ANDDESKEWBUFFERDESIGN

As described earlier, a reference clock is distributed along
with the core clock from the PLL clock generator to the DSKs.
The availability of the reference clock and the incorporation of
distributed active deskewing greatly enhanced the overall skew
management and enabled a high-performance microprocessor
design.

In a typical design, techniques such that balanced trees, load
matching with dummy devices, and clock path length tuning
are used to minimize the clock skew across the die. These tech-
niques, however, are unable to compensate for skews caused by
on die process variations. In addition, it is unlikely that a bal-
anced clock tree that encompasses the entire clock distribution
network from the clock generator to the clocked elements can be
achieved. A local path tuning approach can be used but it would
require detailed analysis of all the clock routes after the imple-
mentation is complete. Optimization at this late phase of design
will have significant impact on the overall design schedule, not
to mention that nonsymmetric clock path tuning will be more
sensitive to future process shifts. Therefore, a technique that
can compensate the within-die process variations and load mis-
matches, while being flexible is of paramount value.

A distributed clock deskewing technique is used to satisfy
these objectives. The premises of this approach are:

1) distribute a separate reference clock across a region sig-
nificantly smaller than that which is required for the core
clock distribution;

2) ensure the loading for the reference clock is identical at
all its end points;

3) make available feedback clocks from the end points of
the core clock distribution for skew comparison and ad-
justment.

Fig. 7 shows the DSK architecture consisting of the DSK and
a clock region. As described earlier, each clock region is served
by a dedicated DSK. The local feedback clock is sampled from
the regional clock grid and sent back to the DSK. Other in-
puts to the DSK are the global clock and the reference clock.
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Fig. 7. Deskew buffer (DSK) architecture.

Fig. 8. DSK variable delay circuit.

A phase detector residing within the DSKs local controller will
sample the phase difference between the reference clock and
the local feedback clock. Adjustments to the core clock delay
are accomplished through the variable delay circuit. This con-
tinues until a minimum phase error is achieved. Therefore, any
load mismatches and within-die variations in the core clock dis-
tribution are automatically compensated. Since all the clock re-
gions utilize the same reference clock, the residual skew of the
reference clock, the uncertainty of the phase detector, and the
mismatches of the feedback clocks will determine the overall
skew across these regions. Simple analysis will show that the
reduced span of the reference clock and the matched load will
result in significantly lower skew. Phase detector uncertainty is
made very small by a symmetric circuit design and layout and by
allowing longer time for the phase comparison. Strategic DSK
placements relative to the clock regions also ensure short feed-
back clock delays. Coupling this with selective network tuning
will ensure that the feedback delay mismatches are negligible.
In comparison, in a conventional approach, the entire clock net-
work, the clock loading, and within-die process mismatches will
determine the overall skew of the design.

Fig. 8 shows the DSKs variable delay buffer. It is a digitally
controlled analog delay line consisted of a 20-bit delay control
register, a two-stage variable delay circuit, and a push-pull style
output buffer. The 20-bit delay control register forms a 20-steps
linear delay coding. A 20-bit delay control was selected based
on the delay step-size resolution and the total buffer delay range.
Delay adjustment can be accomplished by shifting a “1” from
one end of the register to decrease its delay or by shifting a “0”
from the opposite end to increase its delay. In addition to the
input derived from the DSK local controller, the delay control
register also accepts input from the test access port (TAP) in-
terface. This feature permits a manual adjustment of the DSK
delay through the TAP interface which can be used for post-sil-
icon in-situ timing optimizations. The variable delay circuit is

Fig. 9. Deskew buffer local controller.

constructed of CMOS inverters and two arrays of passive loads
[7]. The delay across the inverters will vary in accordance to the
setting stored in the delay control register. Advantages of this
design over a starving inverter approach are linear delay steps
and more symmetric layout. The push-pull style output stage
consists of twelve parallel drivers of which any can be enabled
individually via mask options to match the extracted loading of
each region. This allows one standard design to accommodate a
wide range of regional clock loads. The measured delay range
of the DSK is 170 ps with a step size of 8.5 ps.

Fig. 9 shows the DSKs local controller architecture. The
phase detector is an R–S latch design with high emphasis on
circuit and layout symmetry for low offset. To ensure high
resolution and to avoid metastability, the phase comparison
is performed once every 16 cycles by an enable mechanism
that samples the reference clock and the feedback clock once
every 16 cycles. By not having to make a phase comparison
every clock cycle, the phase detector is given plenty of time
to resolve the phase difference. Output of the phase detector
is a “Lead/Lag” signal which is further filtered by a six-tap
digital low-pass filter before sending the result to the delay
control register. The purpose of the filter is to ensure that any
phase comparison noise will not propagate to the delay control
register. The filter also detects a steady-state Lead/Lag pattern
that signals the completion of the deskew operation. At this
point, the phase difference between the reference clock and the
feedback clock will be less than one DSK delay step size. The
DSK local controller will stop the deskew operation and set the
delay control register such that the feedback clock is always
faster than the reference. This last procedure will ensure that
the overall residual skew due to the DSK will be limited to one
delay step size.

By taking the deskew feedback clock from the regional clock
grid and noting that the local clock is one buffer away, active
skew compensation is achieved nearly throughout the entire
clock distribution. Since the local clock design is incorporated
with the full-chip timing model, skew effects at the local clocks
are explicitly accounted for. Additional delay is added to the
reference clock at its root so the reference clock timing will
match the average delay of the feedback clocks.

The deskew operation commences during the initial micro-
processor reset. The deskew for the 30 clock regions proceed in
parallel. A global deskew controller monitors the progress and
signals the deskew completion. Once this occurs, the DSK delay
register settings will be fixed until the next power up sequence.
This is in contrary to an alternative mode of operation where
the deskew operation is allowed to continue during normal mi-
croprocessor operation. The tradeoffs between the two modes
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Fig. 10. Experimental skew measurements.

Fig. 11. Clock period jitter.

are the level of loop stability and the ability to further compen-
sate for slow dynamic effects such as temperature variations and

voltage drifts.
Direct access to the DSK delay register via the TAP interface

permits manual adjustment of the DSK delay. This feature is
extremely valuable during post-silicon timing debug. It can be
used to support intentional clock skewing in order to discover
or to correct critical timing paths. This feature was successfully
employed during the first silicon.

Fig. 10 shows the measured skew. The total skew is 28 ps
with deskewing and is four times larger with the deskew
mechanism disabled. The data is collected using the laser
voltage probing (LVP) technique that enables high-resolution
signal probing from the backside of the silicon die [8]. Clock
period jitter was measured by buffering the clock to the output
(Fig. 11).

VI. CLOCK SKEW ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

Full-chip timing analysis included all the local clock distribu-
tions whereas the global and regional distributions are modeled
with a clock skew budget. A paramount concern in any high-per-
formance design is the analysis of the hold-time margin. Fig. 12
illustrates the data transfer between two sequential elements. To
ensure functionality, the minimum data delay timemust be
greater than the clock skew between the driver and the
receiver clocks and the hold time requirement of the receiving

Fig. 12. Hold time analysis.

Fig. 13. Multilevel skew timing budget.

sequential element. By including the hold time with the data
delay time, (1) shows the inequality which must be satisfied.

(1)

A simple methodology is to apply one worst-case skew
budget across all the paths. This however, will be overly
conservative when the clock delay from the common point of
clock convergence is small. The clocking topology used in
this design conveniently leads to four common points of clock
convergence (Fig. 13):

1) Common LCB applies where the driver and receive clocks
are derived from a single LCB. This constitutes the best
skew scenario.

2) Common RCD applies when both the driver and the re-
ceiver elements belong to same clock region. This is the
second best scenario.

3) Common Reference applies when two clock regions can
be mapped to the same DSK cluster which is the third-best
scenario.

4) Common Main Clock applies when the common point of
clock convergence is at the PLL clock-generator output.
This corresponds to the worst-case scenario.

The timing verification tool analyzes each path by tracing the
clock starting the path and the clock ending the path and estab-
lishes the closest common point that determines the appropriate
skew budget. Using multiple skew budgets permits a better op-
timization of the design by minimizing the skew penalty and
without scarifying any design margin. Since the delay of the
LCBs and the local clock routes are fully accounted for in the
timing model, the impact of the local skew has been completely
eliminated.
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Fig. 14. On-die-clock-shrink (ODCS) architecture.

TABLE I
ODCS EXAMPLE—SHRINK CLOCK HIGH PHASE AT THEN + 1 CYCLE

VII. ON-DIE CLOCK SHRINK ARCHITECTURE

A successful microprocessor design is strongly influenced by
the ability to perform efficient post-silicon timing debug. Tech-
niques such as the PLL by-pass mode have been used in the past.
The PLL by-pass mode intentionally bypasses the micropro-
cessor’s on-die PLL clock generator and relies on the external
tester to supply the core clock. To apply this technique to a mi-
croprocessor that operates with frequencies exceeding 500 MHz
will require the automatic test equipment (ATE) tester to supply
at least two out-of-phase clocks and an on-die clock mixer to
generate the high-frequency core clock. Accurate core-clock
edge manipulation cannot be achieved with this technique due
to the limited edge placement accuracy (EPA) of the ATE clock
signal. For example, the EPA of a state-of-the-art ATE tester is
approximately ps per clock channel. When coupled to a
2 on-die clock mixer and with two tester clocks, the core-clock
edge accuracy will be ps. This accuracy is of no value
when applied to the post-silicon timing debug. The ODCS is
the technique that retains the edge placement accuracy of the
on-die PLL generated core clock while providing the capability
to manipulate the clock edge at certain predetermined times so
as to alter it instantaneous frequency.

Fig. 14 shows the architecture of the clock generation unit
with the ODCS feature. The ODCS block consists of the ODCS
controller, an ODCS delay buffer, and the ODCS bus block gen-
eration circuitry. The ODCS controller contains three registers
that will specify the rise and the fall delays of the ODCS buffer
at any three consecutive cycles (e.g., theth, th , and

th). Nominally, the ODCS buffer stays with theth delay
settings. The ODCS controller will determine the specific cycle
when transitions from the th settings will occur. An example
in which the high phase at the cycle is shrunk is shown
in Table I with the corresponding waveform shown in Fig. 15.

Since the ODCS mode manipulates the core clock edges and
in turn will affect the PLL feedback clock, there is the concern
that the PLL may be affected. To ensure that the PLL clock gen-

Fig. 15. ODCS manipulated clock waveform using the setting at Table I.

Fig. 16. ODCS capabilities.

Fig. 17. Shrinking a low phase using ODCS.

erator is not affected by the ODCS operation, a dedicated PLL
feedback path is utilized. The ODCS bus clock generation cir-
cuitry will generate PLL feedback clock that is unperturbed by
the ODCS buffer. By inserting an additional delay to the ODCS
feedback that corresponds to the normal PLL feedback clock
delay, the FSB timing is unaffected. Any slight delay mismatch
between the ODCS PLL feedback clock and the normal PLL
feedback clock will not affect the PLL operation because the
usage does not permit switching between these two modes dy-
namically.

Fig. 16 illustrates some of the waveforms that can be created
using the ODCS feature. The total range for any edge manipu-
lation in the ODCS mode is 200 ps with fourteen discrete linear
steps. Figs. 17 and 18 show the measured LVP clock waveforms
demonstrating a shrunk low phase and a shrunk high phase re-
spectively. In both examples, the ODCS settings are constructed
such that the clock waveform will return to normal after the ma-
nipulation.
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Fig. 18. Shrinking a high phase using ODCS.

VIII. SUMMARY

In summary, this design utilizes an active distributed
deskewing technique to achieve low clock skew. This technique
compensates for process variations and design mismatches that
cannot be achieved with conventional passive network tuning
schemes. The measured clock skew across the microprocessor
is 28 ps. This is about four times smaller than the case with the
deskewing disabled. In additional to achieving low skew, the
deskewing architecture also enables intentional clock skew in-
jection to facilitate post-silicon timing debug and performance
tuning through the TAP interface. A local clocking architecture
and a multilevel skew budget and timing methodology enable
a high-frequency design by explicitly supporting intentional
local clock-skew injection and time borrowing. The ODCS
feature is an indispensable tool for post-silicon timing debug
for any high-frequency microprocessors.
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